Vital DNA staining of agarose-embedded protoplasts and cell suspensions of Nicotiana plumbaginifolia.
The DNA of agarose-embedded protoplasts of Nicotiana plumbaginifolia was stained with Hoechst 33342 by immersing microscope slides, coated with immobilized protoplasts, into Erlenmeyer flasks containing consecutively dye solution, pH-correcting washing solutions and culture medium. After staining, protoplasts regenerated cell walls, started to divide and proliferated to calli. The culture system with immobilized protoplasts permits rapid change of culture media and accurate control of experimental conditions. The staining technique offers the opportunity for continuous observation of chromosomal behaviour and cell dynamics in individual plant cells.The same staining procedure was successfully applied to DNA of plant cells in suspension. Flow cytometric analysis revealed a retarding effect of the dye on the cell cycle, but within hours the cells recovered and showed their normal growth characteristics as compared to the controls.